**English – Creative Writing Challenge!**

Write a short story using only 26 words, each starting with a letter of the alphabet (the letters must be in order of the alphabet!) In other words, the first word starts with A, the second with B, the third with C and so on. Write the alphabet down the side of your page to help you. Remember it must be a short story, although it might sound quite silly! I have had a go myself at writing an example for you to look at on the page below! I am looking forward to hearing what you come up with.

---

**Maths – Multiple Madness**

Use these six cards to make three 2-digit numbers. One must be a multiple of 2, one a multiple of 5 and the third a multiple of 10. You can only use each card once.

Can you find a different way to use the cards to make a multiple of 2, a multiple of 5 and a multiple of 10? How many different ways can you find?

---

**Topic – Deaf Awareness Week**

Last week, it was Deaf Awareness Week in the UK. The general term ‘deaf people’ can be used to describe people with any degree of hearing loss. 1 in 6 people in the UK are affected by hearing loss. Deaf or hearing impaired people may use sign language to communicate. Fingerspelling is a method of spelling out words using handshapes to represent each letter of the alphabet. Can you use the chart on one of the pages below to fingerspell your own name? You might even choose to spell out some of your family members names too!
Creative Writing Challenge - Miss Wroe's example!

After
Brian
Caught
David
Eating
Four
Giant
Hotdogs
I
Just
Knew
Lucy
Must
Not
Offer
Pasta
Quite
Rudely
Some
Ugly
Vampires
Wearing
X-rays
Yelled
ZEBRA!